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supperclub
ALFRESCO
MOOs enjoyed the summer sun
sipping an ‘alfresco’ cocktail on the
sun terrace before migrating to the
upper terrace to sample the
delights cooked up in the outdoor
kitchen - all this to the backdrop of
the chilled vibes from acoustic duo
sound latino
to cope with the traditional english
summer evening, the chill chaser heater was on, the firepit and
chiminea were lit, and blankets provided to keep everyone cosy as
they toasted marshmallows on the firepit sipping a hot cocktail

ALFRESCO

HIGHLIGHTS
ALFRESCO setting on the
upper terrace with full view of
all the outdoor kitchen action
live music from SOUND
LATINO
DIY s’mores toasted on the
firepit

WWOO KITCHEN

THE BIG GREEN EGG

ALFRESCO MENU

when the MOOCOW boys were
looking at landscaping their upper
terrace last year they wanted to
install an outdoor kitchen - but
being the MOOCOW boys they
wanted something a little different

the big green egg is a charcoal
fuelled oven inspired by the
japanese kamodo ovens

alfresco summer cocktail

that’s when they discovered the
WWOO - a unique dutch
designed modular concrete
outdoor kitchen by Piet-jan van
den Kommer
complete with a big green egg
oven and a plumbed in sink,
plenty of prep work surfaces with
storage shelves and boxes, the
WWOO should be here long after
the MOOCOW boys have gone made from ‘indestructible’
concrete it should still be standing
50 years on
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it has seven different cooking
methods and three types of heat
with precision temperature control
making it a very versatile
alternative to a BBQ

ALFA PIZZA OVEN
to complement their big green
egg the boys also sourced a
traditional italian wood fired pizza
oven - the alfa caio

homemade smoked mackerel
flatbreads
seared broccoli/asparagus spears
wrapped in parma ham
honeyed salmon planks
skirt steak fajitas
teriyaki pigs cheeks
potato & onion gratin
courgette & mozzarella salad
orzo bean salad
poached peaches
warm mint julip hot cocktail
DIY s’mores bar
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PLANKING

SOUND LATINO

planking is cooking food directly
on a piece of hardwood - when
cooking this way, the surface of
the food touching the wood picks
up some of the plank's natural
flavours

sound latino is headed up by jose
romero who is a chilean musician
who has been living on the island
for nearly 18 years
jose has had the experience of
playing all over
the world,
touring new
zealand,
australia,
the middle
east and
europe with
all kind of
musicians, styles and
instruments, integrating this
learning into his playing

there's some debate on the
origins of planking - it's been
documented that native
americans in the pacific northwest
pinned their salmon to large wood
boards, then slow cooked them planking
the MOOs enjoyed their salmon
cooked on american cedar planks
which had been soaked overnight
in apple cider
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CAUGHT ON
CAMERA?

sound latino is a project based on
the use of technology and
acoustic instruments (guitars,
flutes, congas) to reproduce latin
sounds and popular songs,
influenced by afro-caribbean,
west african, flamenco rhythms.
using loops and drum-machines
programmed by himself jose is
supported by mike holdcroft on
the tenor sax, an experienced
young talent bred on the island

FUTURE EVENTS:
25.08.17 monthly coffee morning

30.08.17 MOOmalicious paella

21.09.17 ALL ABOUT THE GRAPE 3

missed your moocow coffee? join
us for a cuppa and cake with our
monthly coffee mornings

enjoy an evening of late august
sun and paella cooked on the
outside firepit

our wine tasting returns for a third
time exploring another wine region
with matching nibbles

25.08.17 MOOmalicious bank
holiday drinks

08.09.17 supperclub THE BIG
BLUE

29.09.17 monthly coffee morning

start the bank holiday off in style
with drinks and cocktails on our
sunny terrace

a convivial evening of nautical
dishes from under the ocean with
dessert served from terra firma

missed your moocow coffee? join
us for a cuppa and cake with our
monthly coffee mornings
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